DECCAN GOLD MINES LIMITED

EXPLORATION REPORT
DHARWAR-SHIMOGA BELT PROJECT
In the late Archaean Dharwar-Shimoga belt gold mineralisation is hosted by
sulphidic banded cherts. DGML explored the entire area of 5,329 sq km
under 3 RP blocks and succeeded in identifying a number of gold bearing
prospects (Fig-1). Amongst these, two clusters centering around GanajurKarajgi and Mangalagatti-Bhavihal are considered the most potential blocks
for detailed exploration that could lead to eventual mining.
A total of 7 PL and 2 ML applications were submitted covering the above
prospects. The salient aspects of the best prospects are as follows.
Ganajur Main Prospect: The Ganajur Main Prospect is a highly rated
discovery of DGML that has now progressed into an advanced exploration
project. The prospect is located 8 kms east of Haveri town on National
Highway-4 and 1.5 kms south east of Ganajur village. DGML explored this
prospect by RC drilling in addition to channel sampling and geological
mapping to delineate a 350 metres long mineralized zone. Some of the drill
intersections include 15m @ 3.79g/t, 40m @ 4.71 g/t, 39m @ 7.71 g/t and
34m @ 5.36 g/t Au (Fig-2). DGML processed the Ganajur Main data with the
help of State of the art geological modeling software Datamine. An inferred

Fig-1 : Geological map of Dharwar-Shimoga Basin
showing DGML's PL Blocks

resource of Fig-1 : Geological map of DharwarShimoga Basin showing DGML's
PL
Blocks186000 ounces of gold has been estimated
averaging 3.87 g/t. The ore-body is wide and
suitable for open cast mining (Fig-3). A detailed
resource drilling programme will be carried out
under the new PL that is expected to increase the
resource further.
Karajgi Main Prospect: Located 1 km East of
Ganajur Main prospect and it was explored by
geological mapping, channel sampling and RAB/
RC drilling. An inferred resource of 90000
tonnes at 2.23 g/t has been estimated.
DGML has also identified after initial exploration
a number of prospects around Ganajur Main
block having potential to develop into small scale
resource. These are Ganajur Central Prospect,
Ganajur SE and East prospects and Karajgi East
prospect.
Ganajur-Karajgi PL has received approval from
the Ministry of Mines in Delhi and is now
awaiting the final approval from the Karnataka
State Government.

Fig-2 : Cross section along boreholes GMP-19 & GMP-20
showing grade-wise block model for gold, Ganajur Main Prospect

Fig-3 : Ganajur Main Ore Body & proposed open pit mine design
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Mangalagatti SE Prospect: This prospect is
located 12 kms north of Dharwar city. RC drilling
and channel sampling has revealed significant
mineralization with high grade patches of gold.
Two auriferous zones extending for nearly 500
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metres over a width of 30 metres are defined. A probable resource of
80000 ounzes of gold is estimated based upon results of shallow
drilling programme. Detailed resource drilling will be undertaken
once the Prospecting License is granted. Other prospects in and
around Mangalagatti include Mangalagatti NW and Mangalagatti
E.
DGML conducted a detailed ground magnetic survey to explore the
extensions of the Mangalagatti-Bhavihal cluster. The ground
magnetic data has revealed a NW-SE trending magnetic anomaly
for a length of 8.0 kms (Fig-4). The data also reveals the possible
extensions of Mangalagatti and Bhavihal gold bearing sulphidic
cherts.
DGML has also identified several promising prospects at Kuluvalli,
Lakkikoppa and Badamgatti, worthy of detailed exploration.
Hutti-Maski belt projects: The Hutti Maski Greenstone belt is one
of the most important Archaean gold bearing belts in India. The
Auriferous tracts of Hutti greenstone belt are remarkably similar to
the classic Archaean Superior Craton in Canada, the Yilgarn Craton
in Western Australia and the Kolar greenstone belt in India. DGML
carried out exploration over an area 851 sq km in the Hutti Belt (Fig5) under two Reconnaissance exploration Permits. The exploration

Fig-4: Ground Magnetic map of Mangalgatti-Bhavihal Prospects
highlighting magnetic anomalies
which corresponds to sulphidic chert bands

efforts included structural and geological mapping,
geochemical sampling, geophysical surveys, Reverse
circulation, Rotary air blast and Diamond core drilling etc.
These systematic exploration efforts of DGML resulted in
delineating 21 gold bearing prospects.
A total of 12 prospecting license applications and covering the
21 gold targets and 1 Mining lease application in Hirenagnur
have been filed with the Karnataka State Government. Due to
delay in grant of the licenses and pending revision petition
application with Central Government, DGML could not
undertake detailed exploration in the prospective blocks as
planned.
Highlights of some of the work carried out earlier on some of
these prospects is presented below:
Hirenagnur Prospect: Hirenagnur Prospect is amongst the
best discovery of DGML geologists. Hirenagnur is located 5
kms southeast of Hutti Gold Mines operated by HGML.
Systematic exploration by means of geochemistry, ground
geophysics, RC drilling and structural mapping has established
a mineralized system of 2 kms length over a width of nearly 50
metres. Preliminary drilling was concentrated in the
Hirenagnur Central Block. A total of 4 mineralised zones were
delineated of which the eastern most zone i.e zone III has a
strike length of 600 metres (Fig-6). The drill hole data was

Fig-5 : Geological map of Hutti-Maski Greenstone Belt
showing DGML's key gold prospects and applied tenements
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processed by using Datamine Geological software which shows that
all the 4 ore zones are open along strike and depth that would be
explored by detailed drilling. Some of the best results are furnished
below:
Drill hole No
IHN-2
1HN-5
DHN-5
DHN-6
DHN-16

Width (m)

Grade(g/t)

8
8
19
16
11

3.52
5.02
3.02
6.38
4.52

During the initial phase of exploration it was revealed that the
Hirenagnur gold mineralization is associated with strong magnetic
anomaly. It was therefore felt that it would be useful to carry out a
detailed ground magnetic survey to trace the strike extension of the
mineralization, in addition to locating new anomalies, if any. Taking
this as an exploration guide a magnetic survey was carried out
involving 425 line kms to trace the extension of the mineralization
towards north and south. The magnetic survey was successful in
tracing a high magnetic anomaly for a length of 3.2 km coinciding with
the main Hirenagnur mineralization (Fig-7)and its extension towards
north and south.

Fig-6: Borehole Cross Section DHN-6 & DHN-7,
Hirenagnur Prospect showing analytical results

Chinchergi-Wandalli Block: This block is an excellent exploration
target defined by DGML as a result of extensive geochemical
exploration, geological mapping, ground magnetic survey and limited
Reverse Circulation drilling. DGML targeted a part of the major
WNW trending Chinchergi- Amareshwara lineament between

Chinchergi Prospect and Wandalli Prospect. Several ancient workings are seen all along this block.
In order to locate new targets in addition to tracing extensions of Wandalli and Chinchergi mineralisation, a bedrock geochemical
programme was carried out involving 22 profiles and 1160 samples. The exploration has resulted in delineating two geochemical
gold anomalies for 3.6 kms (Fig-8).
ASTER images processed for the Hutti greenstone belt reveals a significant NNE-SSE trending mineral alteration halo with
possible sulphides over a length of 16.0 kms between
Buddini in the south to Hirenagnur in the north (Fig9).
EXPLORATION IN ATTAPPADY PROJECTKERALA.
DGML carried out exploration for gold in the 834 sq
km Attappady Reconnaissance Permit in Palakkad
district in Kerala between January-2006 and
December 2008. During this period remote sensing
studies, regional geological mapping, stream
sediment sampling and regional rock chip sampling
was carried out covering most parts of the
Reconnaissance Permit, except the areas covered by
protected forest. Encouraging results from the
regional studies were used in target generation for
semi-detailed studies.
Channel sampling, ground magnetic surveys,
resistivity surveys were carried out in the selected
exploration blocks.Among the targets identified, only
limited test drilling could be undertaken in

Fig-7: Ground Magnetic Analytical Signal map of Hirenaganur Prospect & its extensions
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Fig-8: Map of Chinchergi-Wandalli Block showing the
newly identified 3.6 km long gold geochemical anomalies

Vannanthara and Karaiyur areas because of the restrictions on the
number of bore holes that can be drilled under Reconnaissance Permit.
The results in Vannanthara and Karaiyur Prospects were not
encouraging. The Karadippara prospect which is west of the known
Puttumala prospect, appears to be worth taking up further detailed
investigation, once the Prospecting License is granted.

Fig-9 : ASTER imagery of Hutti Belt showing 16 km long
Mineral Alteration Zone and probable sulphides

RAMGIRI BELT PROJECT
The grant of Prospecting licenses in Ramagiri belt is awaited and as a
result no further updates can be reported for the period under review.
However a summarized report of the work done earlier in Ramagiri
project is presented below:
The Ramagiri belt forms the southern half of the Ramagiri-Penkacherla
greenstone belt. Ramagiri is located 40km south -southeast ofAnantapur
and 180km due north of Bangalore. It is one of the important goldbearing greenstone belts of the Eastern Dharwar Craton.
The Ramagiri Reconnaissance Permit block comprises the well known
13 km long Ramagiri Gold Field (RGF) that was a scene of intensive
underground mining activity by the Britishers in the early part of the last
century. Three main mining ventures in this tract produced about
176,338 ounces of gold at a recovered grade of around 15 g/t from highgrade veins in the years 1910 to 1927. Until April 2001, the Government
of India owned Bharat Gold Mines Ltd. (BGML) was operating the
underground Yeppamana Mine in the RGF. The GSI, has reported gold
ore resource of 590,000 tonnes @ 3.7 g/t under different categories from
the RGF and also an inferred resource of 3.96 million tonnes averaging
1.32 g/t to 5.6 g/t of gold.
DGML's Exploration resulted in delineating 3 blocks (Fig 10) worthy of
detailed exploration by drilling. These are:
1) Ramagiri Gold Field block (RGF) - 20 sq km area

Fig-10 : Regional geological map of Ramagiri Greenstone belt
showing DGML's applied prospecting license area and key prospects

2) Boksampalle block - 17 sq km area
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3) Ramagiri west block - 18 sq km area
PL applications filed on the first two blocks are under processing by the Govt. ofAndhra Pradesh. The details of the most important
Ramagiri Gold Fields Prospecting License block are furnished below.
Ramagiri Gold Fields (RGF):
The extension of the BGML's lease hold, Power House mine and the South Jibutil mine fall within our 20 sqkm Ramagiri Gold
Field P.L. Block.
The Power House Mine
The power House mine is located to the south of the BGML's Gantalappa mine. It is reported to have produced about 4000t of ore
with 17.6g/t. The GSI tested this mine with 12 diamond drill holes, and reported narrow widths of 0.18 to 0.29m but with high
grades of 8.4 to 52.7g/t.
South Jibutil Mine
South Jibutil mine is located south of Powerhouse mine. As per earlier reports the two rich gold bearing ore shoots were
recognized of which the main ore shoot yielded 13.6 to 37.5g/t gold. The two ore shoots merge at 800 metre depth to give rise to a
wide ore body.
This mine has contributed to the main production from this sector during the British time. DGML's sampling has shown
anomalous gold values in this sector. A 50 cm wide quartz vein with sulphides analysed 1.67 to 3.83 ppm of gold. Rock-chip
sampling from an outcrop NE of Shaft No. 5 has analysed 2 g/t Au. Dump samples from the old mines reported 3 to 17 g/t gold.
Detailed prospecting is proposed to be undertaken in the Jibutil area in the light of these encouraging results.
DGML believes that the Ramagiri greenstone belt is under explored. The Ramagiri Gold Fields comprises of several mines of
which Power house, Jibutil falls within the PL application of GMSI. Yeppamana and Ramagiri mines are part of the BGML mining
lease.Alot of ground between one mine and another remains still unexplored underground.
The historical data on mining as well as the present knowledge acquired by DGML makes this area an important target for
exploration.
EXPLORATION FOR GOLD IN PARTS OF DJIBOUTI, EASTAFRICA
A gold exploration programme was launched during February 2008 in the East African nation of Djibouti, lying at tri-junction of
the Great African Rift, under a JV-cum-consultancy basis with the Hong Kong–Mumbai based JB Global Group. Among the three
known gold occurrences in Djibouti, the two prospects – Hesdaba & Asaleyta, in Gaggade tenement were targeted for detailed
exploration, after the initial reconnaissance. Detailed geological mapping and systematic channel sampling (1200 samples) has
revealed the existence of five sub-parallel zones of
gold mineralization in Hesdaba Block (Fig-11) and a
broad mineralized zone in Asaleyta prospect. The
style of gold mineralization in Djibouti is
considered as Epithermal type. Drilling is being
undertaken at the two prospects.
DGML's Consultancy Wing
DGML has launched its consultancy wing through
Deccan Exploration Services Pvt Ltd (DES), a fully
owned subsidiary of DGML. DES has been offering
consultancy services for Mineral and Oil & gas
industry. These services include full fledged
geological exploration as well as helping clients in
acquiring mineral assets both in India and abroad.
DES also signed a MOU with RMSI, leaders in
Remote sensing services, to provided end to end
services for mineral and oil& gas industry. As
mentioned earlier DES has been involved in
exploration of gold in Djibouti in Eastern Africa
under a Joint VentureAgreement with JB group.

Fig-11 : Panoramic view of Hesdaba gold Prospect showing the steep easterly dipping
Mineralized zones constituting ridges amidst the westerly dipping half-grabens of Basalts
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EXPLORATION PERMITS & APPLICATIONS
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